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Energy transfers by long-lived species in glows
and afterglows* 
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Abstract: An overview of the current literature on diagnostics and modeling of energy trans-
fers by long-lived species in N2–CO, He–NO, He–N2–O2, N2–O2, and N2–H2O plasma is
given. Energy transfers by vibrationally excited ground-state long-lived species and by elec-
tronic molecular and atomic metastables will be highlighted. 

INTRODUCTION

The energy transfers of the various active species present in the plasma, electrons, ions, and neutrals are
basic for plasma reactivity. Energy transfers mark the internal state distribution of such species since
most of them are state-dependent. In low-temperature plasmas, the distributions are generally nonequi-
librium ones [1]. Their shape results from the couplings between the different elementary kinetics
involving electrons, ions, atoms, and molecules with different internal excitation. The features of the
individual processes can be recognized in the time evolution of the distributions through their charac-
teristic relaxation times [1,2]. 

The dynamics of energy transfers is mainly studied with species state-selected by laser pump-
probe techniques in cell or in atomic-molecular beam under single collision condition. This allows a
selective and detailed basis for atomic and molecular dynamic analysis [3–6]. The state of the art of
“State resolved collision induced electronic transitions” and “Quenching reactions of electronically
excited atoms” has been reported in two recent reviews by Dagdigian [7] and Setser [8], respectively.
Here, we consider energy transfers occurring in glow discharges and afterglows. Addressing energy
transfers in a plasma environment is generally less straightforward because of the simultaneous pres-
ence of many active species. On the other hand, the large number of excited species makes the plasma
a rich source of precursors whose energy transfers must be known for plasma applications. Thus, we
address those aspects of energy transfers that are useful for diagnostic purposes as well as for kinetic
modeling of glow discharges and afterglows. This is made reviewing the experiments and analysis of
energy transfers operated by long-lived species, i.e., atoms and molecules in electronic states having a
long radiative lifetime (metastable species) or atoms in ground electronic state formed in nonequilib-
rium plasmas. The detection and energy characterization of long-lived species as well as the modeling
of their elementary kinetics in various discharge mixtures is an issue of current interest [9], despite the
wide literature at disposal (see refs. [1] and [2]). Here we highlight the investigations on collision-
induced electronic transitions (CIET) by vibrationally excited molecules (V–E) in CO and NO. CIET
by He(23S) and N2(A3Σu

+) metastables in N2–CO, He–NO, He–N2–O2, N2–O2, and N2–H2O glow and
afterglow will be reviewed [10–16]. 
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LONG-LIVED SPECIES AND THEIR DETECTION

Low-pressure plasmas in diatomic molecular gases mixtures containing H2, N2, O2, CO, NO, and noble
gases are rich of long-lived species like vibrationally excited molecules in the electronic ground state,
as well as of atoms and molecules in metastable electronic excited states [17,18]. 

The highly non-Boltzmann vibrational excitation of the ground electronic state of CO, NO, and
N2 is well known [1,2]. Vibrational populations up to levels v = 40 for CO and v = 23 for NO with
extended Treanor plateaus have been detected by infrared emission spectroscopy in both glow discharge
[19,20] and in optically pumped cell-system [21]. On the contrary, the plateau in the N2 vibrational dis-
tribution has never been completely detected. Measurements by CARS [22] in a glow discharge
detected up to 15 vibrational levels, indicating the existence of a plateau. Recently, a high density (about
0.4 %) of level v = 18 has been measured by cavity ring down spectroscopy (CRDS) in a glow discharge
[23]. A high H2 nonequilibrium degree (v = 0–13), has been measured in [24] by VUV laser spec-
troscopy, improving the results obtained by CARS and REMPI. 

Low-lying electronic states Ar(3P), Xe(3P), Ne(3P), He(21S, 23S) are metastable and LIF spec-
troscopy [13] and infrared diode laser absorption [25,26] are used for their detection. Energy transfers
in molecular gases have been largely investigated in the afterglow [27,28]. Actually, Xe and Ne metasta-
bles are studied as relevant species in the kinetics of microdischarges for plasma-addressed liquid crys-
tal and plasma display panel technologies [29,30].

The N(2D, 2P), N2(A3Σu
+, a’1Σu

–), and O2(1∆g) metastables, whose relevance in the physical
chemistry of the upper atmosphere is well known, are much studied in the laboratory by air-like plas-
mas [2]. N2(A3Σu

+, v), N(4S), and O(3P) take part in reactions leading to the formation of nitric oxide
compounds [31]. N2(A3Σu

+, v) has been studied in many environments, and time- and space-resolved
investigations have been carried out in electrical discharges [14,32]. Recently, the N2(A3Σu

+, v = 0)
space profile in N2 pink afterglow has been measured by intracavity laser absorption spectroscopy
(ICLAS) [33]. Actually, absolute densities of long-lived N(4S) and O(3P) are measured by calibrated
two-photon absorption laser-induced fluorescence (TALIF) [34,35]. 

ENERGY TRANSFERS IN POST-DISCHARGES

Post-discharges are useful for studying energy transfers by long-lived species, in particular the quench-
ing of metastables by a target gas, once the environment is properly characterized [17]. In spatial post-
discharges, i.e., flowing afterglows, the energy carriers produced in the discharge region flow to the
afterglow space region under a null external electric field condition, while in time post-discharges the
excitation voltage is switched off almost instantaneously. Post-discharge kinetics is dominated by long-
lived species through energy transfers, recombination processes in the gas phase, and diffusion to the
walls. In many cases, collision processes are reactive and excited products can also be formed. 

The late afterglow is substantially free from energetic electrons, while in the early afterglow the
details of the relaxation of the electron energy distribution function (EEDF) are still a matter of study
[16,36]. Recently, it has been stressed by modeling of a N2 microwave afterglow that the EEDF relax-
ation in post-discharge, due to the presence of a space charge field, is much slower than that obtained
assuming a free diffusion regime for electrons [36]. This fact does not affect the fast relaxation of the
tail of the EEDF but sustains a high density of low-energy electrons up to few ms in the post-discharge.
Furthermore, electron super-elastic collisions with metastables also heat electrons, slowing the relax-
ation of the electron mean energy [13,36], and forming structures on the EEDF [11]. These effects are
also important in supersonic high enthalpy flows [37]. It is, however, difficult to reach a high density
of long-lived species in laboratory plasmas. Experimental evidences of electron superelastic structures
on EEDF are poor [38]. Indirect evidences have been obtained from the relaxation of excited electronic
states of N2 in post-discharges [12,16]. In Fig. 1 it is reported as an example the time-relaxation of
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N2(C3Πu, v) in a pulsed N2 post-discharge. The variation of the distribution shape results from the com-
bined relaxation of the electrons and N2(A3Σu

+, v), both contributing to C-state excitation [12].
Generally, the relaxation of the excited species in post-discharge gives insight to a complemen-

tary view of the microscopic kinetics of the discharge. Furthermore, in pulsed discharges the afterglow
wall processes of long-lived species can produce memory effects on the discharge regime [40]. On the
other hand, metastables can be reformed in post-discharge, creating a significant new ionization, as in
the case of the N2 pink afterglow [33,41]. 

VIBRATIONAL ENERGY TRANSFERS

The high vibrational excitation of diatomic molecules is the result of the nonresonant and near-resonant
vibration–vibration energy transfer (V–V) up-pumping processes, initiated by the electron–vibration
excitation (e–V) processes. Vibrational-deactivation (V-T), vibrational-electronic (V-E) processes, and
chemical reactions loss processes lead to a Treanor distribution with a plateau and a deactivated tail.
These energy transfers have been largely discussed [1,2]. Here we emphasize the collision-induced
vibration-to-electronic energy transfers that start when a high vibrational excitation is reached. CO and
NO molecules are favorable cases.

Vibrational–electronic energy transfer in CO(X) and NO(X)

The vibrational up-pumping of CO is very effective either when pumped by electrons [19] or by inter-
species (V–V') collision as in the case of N2–CO experiments. The CO vibrational relaxation in a N2
post-discharge [10] was characterized by three steps: initial N2–CO (V–V') transfer, CO–CO V–V up-
pumping with a long plateau formation (in [10] up to level v = 30) and V–T relaxation by CO2 prod-
uct. The modeling of N2 kinetics in the plasma region, of N2–CO in the afterglow, and of the CO2 for-
mation by the associative vibrational mechanism CO(w) + CO(w) → CO2 + C from levels v ≥ 12, gives
account of this view. Similar results were obtained in experiments of CO optical pumping by a cw CO
infrared laser [42]. The extremely high vibrational up-pumping reached in these experiments produces
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Fig. 1 Time evolution in the post-discharge of N2(C3Πu, v) relative distributions: transition from electron impact
to excitation by collision processes involving the N2(A) metastable state.



also V–E energy transfer in CO. Despite the weak V–E excitation of CO(a3Π) metastable [19], the V–E
excitation of CO(A1Π) state with the appearance of the CO IV-positive system emission is observable.
In recent experiments by Rich’s group [45–47] this energy transfer was seen to be mediated by low-
energy electrons collision with plateau v-levels. This environment can in fact contain a density of elec-
trons comparable to that of a glow discharge (1011 cm–3), produced by associative ionization of vibra-
tionally excited molecules. The electrons are then heated by vibrational super-elastic collisions, to a
temperature close to 0.5 eV. Moreover, the direct CO(X, v = 40) + CO → CO(A1Π, v' = 0) + CO process
is not favored by FC factors. 

An electron mediated V–E excitation of NO γ and β band emissions is also invoked for NO opti-
cally pumped by a CO laser, although only the vibrational excitation of 15 levels was detectable [42 and
refs. therein]. A high NO vibrational excitation (up to v = 22) much closer to the electronic NO(A2Σu

+)
threshold was measured in He–NO discharges [20]. Although the electron impact excitation of NO–γ
bands is small compared to other collision mechanisms (see next section), NO–γ band excitation by elec-
tron mediated V–E could be significant in presence of a large vibrational excitation. The similarity of the
NO distributions in discharge and in optical pumped systems is shown in Fig. 2, where it is also shown
how the distribution created by the reaction of N(2P, 2D) with O is different [43]. The modeling of NO
vibrational kinetics is still open due to the lack of a reliable data set for V–V and V–T rate coefficients,
although state-selected experiments by a pump-probe laser technique have been carried out [48]. 

V–E transfers have been also considered in the study of the N2 pink afterglow. This old intrigu-
ing issue has been focused by new experiments and kinetic modeling on the re-formation of N2(A3Σu

+)
and N2(a'1Σu

–) metastables in post-discharge by two mechanisms based on collisions of N2(X, v) with
N(4S) [41] or N(2P) [33] from different v-levels. The evidence of these energy transfers based on the
N2 vibrational relaxation in the post-discharge is however still incomplete.

ELECTRONIC ENERGY TRANSFERS

The collision-induced electronic transitions are based on spectroscopic perturbations, electrostatic mix-
ing, and spin-orbit mixing [7]. Electronic states with the same multiplicity can be coupled by electro-
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Fig. 2 Measured NO vibrational distributions: (�) nascent from N* + O2 reaction [43]; (∆) optical pumping [42];
(○) DC discharge [44]; (�) RF discharge [20].



static interactions induced by the perturber, while transition between states with different multiplicity
can be coupled by the weaker spin-orbit interaction. 

He(23S) quenching by N2 and O2 is well studied in He–N2 or O2 pulsed post-discharges. The
decay of He metastable monitored by LIF was seen to be well correlated to that of N2

+(B 2Σu
+, w) and

O2
+(B 2Πu

+) [49] through the Penning ionization mechanism. The collision-induced state-to-state elec-
tronic transitions between the N2 triplet (A3Σu

+, W 3∆, B'3Σ–, B3Πg, C 3Πu) states, that produce the
excitation of the emitting states B3Πg and C 3Πu, have been largely investigated both in pulsed dis-
charges [12,16,50–52], and in flowing afterglows [33,53–55]. Reactive and nonreactive electronic trans-
fers and collision electronic quenching are important in N2–O2 plasmas [31,43,56]. Here we highlight
some energy transfers involving N2(A3Σu

+, v) in N2, N2–NO, and N2–H2O systems [15,57].

N2(A3Ru, v) energy transfer to N2(B3Pu, v) and N2(C3Pg, v) 

The collision transfer of N2(A3Σu
+, w) to N2(X1Σg, v) producing N2(B 3Πg, v' = 1–12) excitation has

been well recognized in species-selected afterglow experiments, and the overall rate coefficient was
measured in [54]. The details of N2(A) + N2(X) → N2(B) + N2(X) mechanism in N2 have been pointed
out by experiments [58] carried out under single collision condition, employing beam/target arrange-
ments and using N2 isotopic labeling for the projectile and the target. The process occurs via both
intramolecular and intermolecular energy transfer, and N2(A) or N2(X) is excited to N2(B), respectively.
The two mechanisms have almost equal importance. The intramolecular energy transfer is confirmed as
a quasi-resonance process and populates predominately the high v-levels of B state with close reso-
nance, while the intermolecular one populates predominately the low vibrational levels. The state-to-
state cross-sections of the undistinguished (intra-inter) molecular process do not scale according to an
FCF energy gap law [4].

Working in a pulsed discharge and modeling the time evolution of N2(B, v) distributions one rec-
ognizes that in early afterglow N2(B, v) is formed by electron impact from N2(X, v) manifold as well
as from N2(A, v) [16]. In the late afterglow instead, it is well known that N2(B) is produced by N(4S)
atoms recombination [59]. The distribution shape changes significantly according to the predominance
of the excitation mechanisms. Figure 3 gives an overview of the differences and of the confidence of
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Fig. 3 N2(B3Πu, v) relative distributions. Experiment and model simulations (see text).



the model simulations. The distribution (�) [53] shows a pure X + A → B + X (associative) excitation;
distributions (•) and (∆) are formed by mixed associative, electron impact from X and A states and pool-
ing A + A → B + X processes. This latter process, whose state-to-state rate coefficients were measured
by Piper [60], is marked by the overpopulation of level v = 10, and is more evident in the distribution
(•). The associative X + A process simulation was based on intermolecular process and vibrational
state-to-state rate coefficient scaled according to an FCF energy gap law [16,61]. 

Similarly, the FCF energy gap scaling law was applied to generate state-to-state rate coefficients
for the energy transfer excitation of N2(C3Πu, v) states by pooling between two N2(A3Σu

+, w) mole-
cules. The state-to-state rate coefficients were measured for v = 0 and 1 vibrational levels of A state
[55]. Figure 4 shows the C vibrational distribution calculated by this partial set of rate coefficients for
a N2(A) distribution at 2500 K temperature [4]. It is characterized by a significant population inversion
in the level v = 1, while in that generated by FCFEG scaling law at 400 K gas temperature (1) the max-
imum is shifted at higher v-levels. The figure also shows the calculated distribution (2) for electron
impact process from N2(A3Σu

+, v). The experimental distribution agrees with a mixed excitation by
electron from N2(A3Σu

+, w) and pooling (curves 3 and 5). Both pooling rate coefficient data sets give
reasonable results. A still open question, finally, concerns the determination of the quenching rates of
N2(C, v) vibrational states [62,63].

N2(A3Ru
+) energy transfer to NO(A2Ru

+) and OH(A2Ru
+)

The energy transfers of N2(A3Σu
+) to NO and OH are interesting cases in pulsed discharges. They show

the different features of the excited product depending on whether N2(A3Σu
+) or electrons predominate

in the excitation of NO(A2Σu) and OH(A2Σu). In N2–NO discharge and post-discharge the electron exci-
tation of NO–γ bands is generally a minor process [15]. The electron mechanism, as can be seen in
Ar–NO pulsed discharges, is characterized by a sharp rise and drop of the intensity accompanied by a low
rotational excitation of NO(A) state (Fig. 5). On the contrary, the N2(A) collision transfer leads to a slow
rise and decay. The rotational distribution of NO(A, v = 0) is non-Boltzmann with a “temperature” of
about 1425 K for J > 20 and about 900 K for lower J values (Fig. 5). The situation in N2–O2 pulsed post-
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Fig. 4 N2(C3Πu, v) relative distributions. Discharge (∆) and post-discharge (�) experiments, and model
simulations (see text).



discharges in which NO is produced by reaction is similar. A similar situation occurs in N2–H2O plasma.
Whatever is the mechanism forming the OH radical its excitation to the A state takes place by collision
energy transfer from N2(A) [57]. Working in pulsed discharge under weak collision regime the measured
quasi-nascent rotational distribution of OH(A) reveals three energy inputs on the rotational level packet
close to K = 20, 15, 8, correlated to a quenching transition of N2(A) toward N2(X, v = 5, 6, 7), respec-
tively. At higher pressure these details are relaxed by RET collision in OH(A), as shown in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 5 NO–γ (0,2) band in pulsed discharges with Ar (electron impact excitation) and N2 [transfer from N2(A)].

Fig. 6 OH(A, v = 0, K) rotational relative population at 0.1 and 0.5 Torr: effect of RET collisions on the nascent
distribution.



CONCLUSIONS

Among the gas phase processes, (V–V') exchanges have been largely considered in the literature of dis-
charge physics, and several calculations have been reported in literature for diatomic molecules and
binary mixtures. On the contrary, for the vibrational-to-electronic (V–E) and the electronic-to-electronic
(E–E) energy transfers there is a difficulty to calculate rigorously the roto-vibrational state-to-state rate
coefficients. Although now the use of molecular beam experiments and laser-selective preparation of
initial states are much developed, there is still a lack of data for many molecular systems. Therefore,
approximate state-to-state rate coefficients calculated by Franck–Condon Factor energy-gap scaling
laws can give account of some structure observed in the measured vibrational distributions. 
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